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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 What Is Social Enterprise Collaboration?

The traditional approach of social enterprise agencies is to deliver benefits
and services on a per client per program basis. While these programs ensure
a client's basic needs are met, it is difficult to address the root cause of prob-
lems. Without visibility between agencies and programs, it can be very diffi-
cult for agencies to track overall client progress. As a result clients can often
develop long-term dependency on government assistance.

Social enterprise collaboration is a new approach to helping clients and their
families. It's main premise is to encourage agencies and other interested
parties to collaboratively work together to identify the root cause of family
problems and to help the family achieve positive outcomes. In order to do
this, agencies and other interested parties should have a holistic view of cli-
ents and their families across agencies and programs.

By providing a mechanism to open up communications between clients,
family members, agencies, and service providers, this holistic view can be
achieved. Open communication channels will remove duplication of efforts,
protect against fraud, and match the skills of agency workers and providers
to the needs of clients. Successful social enterprise collaboration depends on
holistic solutions for families. Social service agencies must have the ability
to choose from a wide range of available benefits and services in order to
achieve lasting change.

1.2 Who Are the People Involved?

A very important aspect of social enterprise collaboration is to widen the
scope of persons who can work together to help clients and their families.
The groups responsible for delivering benefits and services include social
enterprise agencies, governments who fund the agencies, and service pro-
viders who offer their services through the agencies. These are all skilled
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professionals who work with families helping them to acquire their own
skills to achieve positive outcomes. Examples include employment agen-
cies, training centers, doctors, foster care facilities, and addiction clinics.

Social enterprise collaboration also considers the members of client com-
munities who have relationships with clients and their families. Community
advocates are likely to have a better understanding of the underlying causes
which has led families to need assistance and are thus better prepared to as-
sist clients in achieving sustainable, positive outcomes. Examples of com-
munity advocates include teachers, coaches, school psychologists, employ-
ers, god-parents, and friends of the family. An ever increasing trend is to
rely on the skills and resources of people who want to help in addition to re-
lying on just those who are employed to help. Non-governmental organiza-
tions (NGOs) can also participate in assisting clients and their families.

1.3 How Does Cúram Fit this Model?

The Cúram Social Enterprise Collaboration Suite is a set of commercial-
off-the-shelf (COTS) tools designed with the specific goal of enabling the
persons involved in a social enterprise collaboration to collaborate on deliv-
ering positive outcomes for clients and families. The tools currently suppor-
ted are the Cúram Case and Participant Index (CPI), the Multidisciplinary
Team Portal (MDT Portal), the Social Enterprise Folder (SEF), and the Cit-
izen Context Viewer (CCV). The purpose of each tool is as follows:

• The MDT portal provides teams of skilled individuals and community
members a forum where they can share information and communicate
effectively with each other. It provides communication tools such as dis-
cussion boards and support for scheduling meetings and recording meet-
ing minutes which enable persons to work collectively to help families.

• The SEF and CCV provide access to family information in an organized
fashion. The SEF is a central hub for managing clients and cases and
collaborating on outcome plans or investigations. The CCV can be used
with the SEF; it provides a summary of client information in a tree-
structure. Both of these tools use CPI to access information across sys-
tems and display it in a central location.

• The CPI is a data repository which stores client information across agen-
cies, programs, and systems. It's main objective is to provide a holistic
view of clients and their families so that interested parties have the in-
formation they need to work together.

Cúram Social Enterprise Collaboration Guide
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Chapter 2

Multidisciplinary Teams (MDTs)

2.1 Benefits of Working in Teams

The concept of social enterprise collaboration is based on the premise that
families have complex needs requiring complex and innovative solutions.
The role of the multidisciplinary team is to enable skilled and concerned in-
dividuals to collaborate together. By working together, multidisciplinary
teams can:

• Help to resolve difficult cases

• Promote coordination between agencies

• Identify service gaps and breakdowns in coordination and communica-
tion between agencies and individuals

• Provide a forum for learning more about the strategies, resources, and
approaches used by various disciplines

Professional disciplines that are typically represented include child and adult
protective services, the civil and criminal justice systems, health and social
services, and mental health. Some teams include domestic violence advoc-
ates, substance abuse specialists, clergy, and policy-makers. Financial abuse
specialist teams focus on cases involving exploitation and include represent-
atives from financial institutions, including banks or credit unions, stock
brokerage firms, mortgage lenders, private trustees or guardians, and others.

2.2 Types of MDTs And Their Uses

Fundamental to the success of social enterprise collaboration is the ability of
multidisciplinary teams to work together to effectively manage the needs of
clients and their families. There are two types of multidisciplinary teams in
Cúram: predefined multidisciplinary teams consisting of persons who con-
tinue to work together to help multiple families and individual multidiscip-
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linary teams whose goal is to assist one family in particular. The type of
multidisciplinary team that is required for a social enterprise folder is con-
figured as part of social enterprise collaboration administration (see the
Cúram Social Enterprise Folder Configuration Guide).

Predefined multidisciplinary teams are typically matched to case types with
predefined goals. For example, the predefined goals of high risk cases such
as domestic abuse investigation are to assess the risk of re-assault or viol-
ence and take the necessary steps to protect any persons in harms way. Do-
mestic abuse investigations would require members of law enforcement who
can intervene in the home, prosecutors who can protect the legal rights of
family members, child protection or family services workers familiar with
trends in domestic violence, and psychologists for the purpose of assessment
family dynamics. An important attribute of predefined teams is the experi-
ence these teams have in working with each other. Investigation cases, in
particular, can benefit from predefined teams who are familiar with each
other, know how best to communicate with the team, and understand the
strengths of each member.

Predefined teams and their team members are configured as part of social
enterprise collaboration administration. All social enterprise folders using a
predefined team will have the same team members. Predefined teams can be
updated at the administration level so that all social enterprise folders rely-
ing on this team can automatically avail of these changes. For example, if a
member of a predefined team is on holidays, a person can be assigned to fill
their role. It is crucial that social enterprise folders dependent on predefined
teams continue to be supported when teams go through changes.

Families with complex and ongoing needs require a multidisciplinary team
who understands their personal circumstances. For example, an ongoing
case aimed at assisting a child who was in a abusive situation requires team
members who have established relationships with the child. Where pre-
defined teams are designed to include team members filling specific roles,
individual multidisciplinary teams are set up within a social enterprise
folder and can be dynamically changed over time. For example, the teachers
of children in a family can be updated each school year. To support the cre-
ation and maintenance of individual multidisciplinary teams, functionality is
provided to add MDT members who are in existing teams, add completely
new members, and add existing users.

2.3 How MDTs Collaborate Together

The ultimate goal of multidisciplinary teams is to use their range of skills
and to share information in order to help clients and their families. Cúram
provides multidisciplinary team members with tools to help them achieve
this goal. Social enterprise folders are the central hub for sharing informa-
tion and exchanging ideas. Within all types of social enterprise folders are
tools to help multidisciplinary teams communicate effectively with each
other and collaborate their efforts to help families. The following table
provides a summary of the business functionality in social enterprise folders

Cúram Social Enterprise Collaboration Guide
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which multidisciplinary teams can use in their collaboration efforts:

Business Functionality Summary
Discussion boards Multidisciplinary team members can

use discussion boards to share advice
and important information. These
discussion boards can be configured
to email multidisciplinary team
members when discussions are pos-
ted and comments added making it
as easy as possible for team members
to be informed and have the oppor-
tunity to participate in a discussion.

Scheduling meetings To address the needs of children and
their families, meetings can be
scheduled by any multidisciplinary
team member or agency worker. PIM
integration allows meeting invites to
be accepted in their personal calen-
dars, for example in Microsoft®
Outlook, making it easier to coordin-
ate meetings.

Recording meeting minutes The record meeting minutes wizard
provides functionality for recording
general meeting details, adding
meeting notes, listing meeting de-
cisions, marking attendees, outlining
actions, attaching files, and associat-
ing the minutes with a related case.
These meeting minutes can be auto-
matically issued to meeting at-
tendees, declining invitees, and other
interested persons via email.

Reporting incidents Incident reporting is necessary to fa-
cilitate prevention, ensuring that po-
tential indicators concerning a fam-
ily's history are tracked in order to
avoid more serious situations. Fail-
ure to report an incident, for example
of child abuse, could result in a
second incident of child abuse and
delay the family intervention and re-
ferral of the child to child services.

Table 2.1 Business Functionality to Help MDTs Collaborate

2.3.1 Posting Discussions

Cúram Social Enterprise Collaboration Guide
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Discussion boards are communication tools that allow comments and ques-
tions relating to a particular subject be posted online. Members of the dis-
cussion board can actively engage in discussions by responding with their
own remarks over time. The purpose of these discussions is to promote co-
ordination and teamwork between multidisciplinary team members and
agency workers enabling them to share advice and important information
that may impact the resolution of the case.

The main players of a discussion board are the discussion moderator and the
discussion watchers. The role of the discussion moderator is to ensure that
all discussions are handled appropriately and thus has the ability to manage
all aspects of a discussion. The default configuration is to set the discussion
moderator to the social enterprise folder owner. (For information on chan-
ging this default, see the Cúram Social Enterprise Folder
Configuration Guide). Since discussions can contain highly sensitive
and important information, the discussion moderator has the sole responsib-
ility of closing a discussion.

The role of discussion watchers is to actively engage in the discussion by
viewing and contributing discussion comments. Discussion watchers can
view the discussion and are automatically notified via email when com-
ments are added. By default, all multidisciplinary team members, the social
enterprise folder owner, the discussion moderator, and any persons creating
the discussion are added as discussion watchers. Internal Cúram users can
add themselves to the list of watchers so that they receive notifications. Al-
ternatively, any existing watcher (including external users who are part of
the multidisciplinary team) can choose to stop watching the discussion.

Note

Functionality is enabled and disabled on a discussion board accord-
ing to a user's access rights. For example, the link to close a discus-
sion is only accessible to the discussion moderator. The link to edit
discussion comments is only available to users with the rights to up-
date the comments.

2.3.2 Scheduling Meetings

To address the needs of children and their families, meetings can be sched-
uled by any non-agency multidisciplinary team member or agency worker.
Various people can be invited to meetings including clients, multidisciplin-
ary team members, agency workers, and other persons who play a role on a
case, such as a witness in reporting an incident. The purpose of these meet-
ings can span a range of goals including:

• Sharing case information with involved professionals and determining
an appropriate course of action for a family

• Allowing team members to thoroughly review all aspects of a case gain-
ing an understanding of the case complexity

• Providing team members with an opportunity to discuss general issues,

Cúram Social Enterprise Collaboration Guide
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problems, and concerns related to the investigation and prosecution of
cases

Personal information manager (PIM) integration with Cúram meetings en-
ables meeting requests to appear in an attendee's external email account and
calendar, for example Microsoft Outlook. This means that any person in-
vited to a meeting who has an email address can receive a meeting invite
and choose to accept or decline using his or her PIM calendar without hav-
ing to log into Cúram. The following table describes the PIM integration for
each possible meeting response:

Code Case Status
Accept Meeting invites can be accepted res-

ulting in a reminder being added to
the Cúram calendar and to the meet-
ing attendee's PIM calendar, for ex-
ample, an Microsoft Outlook calen-
dar. Within the social enterprise
folder, the meeting attendee is
marked as 'Accepted', thus informing
interested parties.

Decline When meeting invites are declined,
the meeting still appears in the invit-
ee's Cúram calendar but will not ap-
pear in the PIM calendar. Within the
social enterprise folder, the meeting
attendee is marked as 'Declined'.

Mark as Tentative Meeting invites can be marked as
tentative. The meeting will appear in
the Cúram calendar and in the PIM
calendar of the meeting attendee and
the status of the meeting is marked
as tentative.

Table 2.2 Meeting Response Actions

Meetings can be rescheduled by editing the existing date and time. Emails
are sent to all persons invited to the meeting, even persons who have de-
clined the original invite, allowing them to accept, reject, or mark as tentat-
ive the newly scheduled meeting. Meetings can also be canceled. An email
is sent to all persons invited with a link to remove the meeting from their
Cúram and PIM calendars.

2.3.3 Recording Meeting Minutes

The record meeting minutes wizard assists users in capturing the details of a
meeting and issuing meeting minutes to attendees and other interested
parties. Each step in the wizard is optional, providing a flexible approach to

Cúram Social Enterprise Collaboration Guide
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capturing key information. The record meeting minutes wizard also supports
work-in-progress minutes, allowing pieces of information to be recorded all
at once or over a period of time. The following meeting information can be
captured:

Meeting Details
This includes the meeting subject, location, start and end date/time, as
well as the name of the person who organized the meeting and the meet-
ing agenda. Any information entered as part of scheduling the meeting
will pre-populate the meeting details.

Meeting Notes and Decisions
Meeting notes and decisions can be recorded in rich text format. These
are separate steps in the meeting wizard.

Meeting Attendance
Meeting invitees can be added to the meeting attendees list. Additional
invitees can be added, along with their email addresses, to allow for the
minutes to be issued to them.

Meeting Actions
Any meeting actions decided upon can be added to the meeting minutes
along with the person responsible for the action and the due date by
which it is to be complete. A task is created in the background to track
progress and is viewable from an internal user inbox and an external
user actions list.

Meeting Files
Files can be attached to meeting minutes. File attachments are access-
ible by viewing meeting minutes.

Meeting Cases
One or more cases can be associated with the meeting, if relevant.

Meeting Summary
This is a summary of the meeting minutes information recorded thus
far.

Once the meeting minutes are recorded, the meeting organizer or the user
who has recorded the meeting minutes can issue them to any person invited
to the meeting. By default, meeting minutes are issued via email with the
minutes in an attached PDF document, thus email addresses are required.
An informational is displayed when minutes are issued and one or more
email addresses are missing or invalid.

Meetings can be issued multiple times and a record is maintained of the his-
tory of minutes issued. Each time a version of meeting minutes are issued,
the meeting minutes are baselined. This allows users to view the actual
minutes as they were at the time of issue.

2.3.4 Reporting Incidents

Cúram Social Enterprise Collaboration Guide
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Incidents are events that have (or could have) a direct negative effect on the
health and safety of a client, for example, a report of child neglect or abuse
or an accident in a work place. When reporting an incident, it is necessary to
provide the following information:

• A detailed description of the incident and the date and time the incident
occurred

• Names of affected clients

• Name and contact details of participants, for example, witnesses, af-
fected clients

• Any supporting documentation, for example, evidence verifying the cir-
cumstances of the incident; files can be attached to an incident thus
providing evidence and supporting documentation for the incident

2.4 Process-driven MDT Portals

MDT portals provide multidisciplinary team members with the tools they
need to collaborate with each other, with agency workers, and with families.
These portals are process-driven making it as easy as possible for MDT
members to coordinate with their co-team members.

From MDT portals, an MDT member can do the following:

• Report incidents effecting clients

• Post and watch discussions

• Scheduling meetings and manage meeting actions

• Email team members

• Add notes

• Add attachments

• Add a note for a service or action deliverd by an outcome plan

From MDT portals, an MDT member can see the following:

• Clients and cases

• Scheduled meetings and recently posted meeting minutes

• Recently reported incidents

• Multidisciplinary team members who the member can work with

• Actions assigned to the MDT member

• Activities (services, actions, referrals) delivered by an outcome plan

The Cúram Multidisciplinary Team Portal Guide provides

Cúram Social Enterprise Collaboration Guide
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more information on MDT portals and is targeted at non-agency workers
such as business partners.

2.5 Redefining Multidisciplinary Teams

The process of redefining multidisciplinary teams differs between pre-
defined teams and individual teams defined within a social enterprise folder.

The team members of a predefined team are meant to be consistent across
all social enterprise folders relying on that team. In effect, these predefined
teams are not meant to be redefined, since their purpose is to offer consist-
ent representation for clients in similar circumstances. For example, the
multidisciplinary team working on child welfare cases should treat each
family in the same fashion in order to ensure the protection of all children.
Having a team familiar with each other and the work is beneficial to ad-
dressing the needs of children and their families. Predefined teams are de-
signed so that only an administrator can add or remove team members, thus
updating all social enterprise folders which rely on that team. It is, however,
possible to replace one predefined team for another within a social enter-
prise folders. All predefined teams assigned to a social enterprise folder
over time can be viewed in a history.

The main benefit to defining an individual multidisciplinary team within a
social enterprise folder is the flexibility in redefining the team. New mem-
bers can be added by selecting them from existing multidisciplinary team
members already recorded in the system. New members can also be added
who have never been part of a multidisciplinary team. The system will auto-
matically update the team members listed in the administration component
so that other multidisciplinary teams can contain the same member. New
members can also be added by selecting them from users within the agency.
Any member added to a multidisciplinary team can be removed. The only
exception is that a lead member must be changed before that member can be
removed.

A record of previous members is maintained for both predefined and indi-
vidually defined multidisciplinary teams. This allows agency workers to see
who has worked on the social enterprise folder over time and to contact pre-
vious team members when necessary. For example, an agency worker might
wish to find out more about a previous discussion or may require advice on
how to work with a client.

2.6 Sharing Outcome Plan Activities, Notes & Attach-
ments

Outcome plan activities (services, actions, referrals) may be shared with
non-agency multidisciplinary team members via the collaborative outcome
plan. Notes and attachments may be shared with non-agency multidisciplin-
ary team members via the collaborative outcome plan and collaborative in-
vestigation. An agency worker must specifically indicate that the item is to

Cúram Social Enterprise Collaboration Guide
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be shared with a particular non-agency team member. This item is then
available to be viewed by the non-agency team member in a collaborative
outcome plan via the MDT Portal. A multidisciplinary team sharing gov-
ernance model has been put in place to provide control regarding what can
be shared and with whom it may be shared. The model defines whether
activities, notes or attachments are sharable with a particular role of mul-
tidisciplinary team member (e.g. teacher, doctor etc.) or with an individual
multidisciplinary team member. The sharing defined for a specific individu-
al takes precedence over that defined for the individual's role. In this man-
ner, specific team members can be assigned either greater or more restricted
access than that defined for their role. There are three settings for each type
of item that can be shared:

• Not Shared

This means that the item cannot be shared with either the team member
or the role. If defined for a role, team members with this role will not ap-
pear in the lists of team members with whom the item can be shared. If
defined for an individual team member, this individual will be excluded
from the list of team members with whom the item can be shared.

• Shared (Preselected)

If defined at the role level, any team member who fills that role will be
included in the list of members with whom the item can be shared. If
specified for a team member, that team member will be included in the
list regardless of the sharing defined for their role. The checkbox dis-
played in the list to indicate whether the item is to be shared with the
team member will be automatically selected.

• Shared (Not Preselected)

If defined at the role level, any team member who fills that role will be
included in the list of members with whom the item can be shared. If
specified for a team member, that team member will be included in the
list regardless of the sharing defined for their role. The checkbox dis-
played in the list to indicate whether the item is to be shared with the
team member will not be selected. The user must click on the checkbox
to share the item with the team member.

Cúram Social Enterprise Collaboration Guide
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Chapter 3

Social Enterprise Folder

3.1 Introduction

The Social Enterprise Folder (SEF) is a type of case used to present a view
of client and case information from multiple agencies and systems. The SEF
is a central hub for accessing information about multiple clients (such as
family members) and their cases. It is integrated with the Cúram Case and
Participant Index (CPI) to facilitate display of information from multiple
disparate systems and agencies. Agency workers and multidisciplinary team
members can use a SEF to securely share information and work together in
order to achieve positive outcomes for clients and their families. Rather than
having to access many systems across various agencies to gain a complete
understanding of a family's case history, the SEF displays this information
in one central location.

There are two views onto a SEF; the agency worker view and the non-
agency multidisciplinary team member view. The agency worker view
presents a rich suite of functionality to enable internal agency employees
(possibly from multiple agencies) to collaborate on the delivery of programs
to one or more common clients. The non-agency multidisciplinary team
member view, whilst providing only the functionality appropriate to a user
who is not an agency employee, enables a member of a multidisciplinary
team to participate collaboratively with agency workers to ensure that the
most effective programs are delivered to clients. The non-agency mul-
tidisciplinary team members access the SEF via the MDT Portal.

SEFs have a very straightforward lifecycle. They have a status of Open from
their creation date until the date on which they are closed. A Closed SEF
can be reopened, changing the status from Closed back to Open. A status
history is maintained displaying the start and end date of the changing
statuses.

3.2 SEF For Agency Workers
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Agency workers have access to SEFs via standard Cúram caseworker facing
applications. A SEF may be created by an agency worker with the appropri-
ate security privileges. It may not be created by an MDT member. The
Cúram Citizen Context Viewer (CCV) is used to aid in the creation of a
SEF. The CCV, also integrated with the CPI, is used to identify the clients
and cases to be added to the SEF. This provides the user with a quick and
easy method to add all of the appropriate clients and cases to the SEF. As
mentioned earlier, use of the CPI means that these cases and clients may be
sourced from multiple disparate systems.

The remainder of this section outlines the SEF functionality available to an
agency worker.

3.2.1 Clients

Clients added to a SEF may be either fully registered Cúram clients or CPI
based clients whose information has been retrieved from a non-Cúram sys-
tem. The information available for the client depends upon whether the cli-
ent is Cúram registered or CPI based. If Cúram registered, the Cúram parti-
cipant manager may be accessed from the SEF to record and view an ex-
tensive set of information with regard to the client. If CPI based, the client
information available depends upon the data stored for each client in the
CPI. The customer may extend the CPI to include information specific to
their particular needs. For more information see Chapter 6, Cúram Case and
Participant Index (CPI).

Clients may be added to a SEF as part of the initial creation of the case. Ad-
ditional clients may be added to the SEF at later dates. Clients may also be
removed from the SEF. The SEF retains a history of the addition and re-
moval of clients.

3.2.2 Cases

Cases added to a SEF may be fully Cúram based, i.e. case management is
undertaken by the Cúram application, or they may be based in non-Cúram
systems and available to the SEF via the CPI. If the case is a Cúram man-
aged case, the agency worker (assuming the worker has the appropriate se-
curity privileges) may access the case from the SEF. If the case is managed
by a non-Cúram system, the user will have access only to the information
stored in the CPI for that case. The customer may extend the CPI to include
case information specific to their particular needs (please refer to the CPI
chapter of this document for more information).

Cases may be added to a SEF as part of the initial creation of the SEF. Addi-
tional cases may be added to the SEF at later times. Cases may only be ad-
ded that involve clients already added to the SEF. Cases may also be re-
moved from the SEF. The SEF retains a history of the addition and removal
of cases.

3.2.3 Multidisciplinary Team

Cúram Social Enterprise Collaboration Guide
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SEFs may be configured using the Cúram Administration Application to
utilise one of two types of multidisciplinary teams.

• Predefined

The multidisciplinary team may be a predefined in the Cúram Adminis-
tration Application. The SEF user can add a team to the case, however
the user is unable to make any modifications to the make up of the team,
i.e. new members cannot be added to the team or existing members may
not be removed from the team by the user of the SEF. The team make up
may be changed by an administrator and any updates to the team will
automatically be available to any SEF to which the team has been as-
signed. A history of the changes made to the team is available within the
SEF. In addition, a history of the teams assigned to the SEF is also avail-
able if more than one team has been used to deal with the SEF.

• Ad Hoc

A multidisciplinary team may be created by the user of the SEF specific-
ally to meet the needs of the SEF. The user can add both agency workers
and non-agency workers to the multidisciplinary team and can select the
team member to fulfill the lead role. A history of the make up of the
team is retained, i.e. when members have been added and removed from
the team.

The agency worker can view the contact details for each member of the
multidisciplinary team. In addition, they can also view a list of other teams
the team member is assigned to, and a list of the particular skills that the
team member possesses.

Once assigned to a SEF, non-agency multidisciplinary team members can
access information relating to the SEF via the MDT Portal.

3.2.4 Incidents

The SEF contains a list of incidents for which any client of the SEF has
played some sort of role, e.g. affected client, reporter, witness etc. The user
has access to all of the information regarding the incident from the SEF. For
more information on Incidents please refer to the Cúram Participant
Guide.

3.2.5 Calendars, Meetings & Meeting Minutes

The SEF includes a calendar that displays all of the meetings that have been
scheduled in respect of the SEF. The meetings may be viewed in a calendar
or a list view. In addition to the standard calendar and meeting functionality
(for more information, please refer to the Cúram Integrated Case
Management Guide and the Cúram Calendaring Guide), non-
agency multidisciplinary team members may also be invited to attend meet-
ings. Meeting minutes may be recorded for any meeting scheduled for the
SEF. In addition to the standard meeting minutes functionality (please refer
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to Cúram Integrated Case Management Guide), attendance
may be recorded and actions may be assigned to non-agency multidisciplin-
ary team members. Actions assigned to a non-agency multidisciplinary team
member will be displayed in the MDT Portal. Meeting minutes can also be
issued to non-agency multidisciplinary team members. These too will be
available in the MDT Portal as a PDF document that the non-agency mul-
tidisciplinary team member can open, read and print.

3.2.6 Discussions

As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, Posting Discussions a discussion board is
provided in the SEF where members of the multidisciplinary team can dis-
cuss issues relating to the outcome plan.

3.2.7 Related SEFs

SEFs can be related to each other if they share a common client or perhaps
are dealing with similar issues. As with standard case relationships, SEF re-
lationships can be manually recorded by a user. Additionally, upon creation
of a new SEF, relationships are automatically created between the new SEF
and any existing SEF involving the new SEF's clients.

3.2.8 Standard Case Management Functions

The following standard case management functionality is also available for
use within a SEF. Please consult the Cúram Integrated Case Man-
agement Guide for more information.

• Notes

• Attachments

• Communications

• Status History

• Transaction History

• User Roles

• Interactions

3.3 SEF for Non-Agency Workers

As discussed earlier, both agency and non-agency workers may be members
of the multidisciplinary team assigned to a SEF. The previous section
presented the SEF information and functionality available to an agency
worker. This section outlines the SEF information and functionality avail-
able to a non-agency multidisciplinary team member. These multidisciplin-
ary team members access the SEFs to which they have been assigned via the
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MDT Portal. The MDT Portal is a secure environment where non-agency
multidisciplinary team members are able to collaborate with other team
members (both agency and non-agency).

The remainder of this section outlines the SEF functionality available to a
non-agency multidisciplinary team member via the MDT Portal

3.3.1 Clients

Lists of the clients currently and previously involved in the SEF are dis-
played. The non-agency multidisciplinary team member can view the dates
when clients where added or removed from the SEF by agency workers.
However, the non-agency multidisciplinary team member cannot add or re-
move clients from the SEF. A limited amount of client demographic inform-
ation (address, phone number, date of birth) is available to the non-agency
multidisciplinary team member.

3.3.2 Cases

The non-agency multidisciplinary team member can view a list of the cases
currently associated with the SEF and also a list of the cases previously as-
sociated with the SEF. The non-agency multidisciplinary team member can-
not add or remove cases from the SEF, only agency workers can carry out
these functions. The non-agency multidisciplinary team member can view
the case reference number, type, clients and status. No other case informa-
tion is provided to the non-agency multidisciplinary team member.

3.3.3 Notes

Standard case notes are available to the non-agency multidisciplinary team
member in a SEF. The non-agency multidisciplinary team member can add
notes that may be viewed and updated by other non-agency multidisciplin-
ary team members and agency workers that possess the appropriate sensitiv-
ity level (for more information on case notes, please refer to the Cúram
Integrated Case Management Guide).

3.3.4 Calendars, Meetings & Meeting Minutes

The SEF includes a calendar that displays all of the meetings that have been
scheduled in respect of the SEF. The meetings may be viewed in a calendar
or a list view. Non-agency multidisciplinary team members can set up meet-
ings with agency workers and other non-agency multidisciplinary team
members to discuss aspects of the SEF (for more information on meeting
and calendar functionality, please refer to the Cúram Integrated
Case Management Guide and the Cúram Calendaring Guide).
The non-agency multidisciplinary team member can also record meeting
minutes for any meeting they organised.
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3.3.5 Attachments

Standard case attachments are available to the non-agency multidisciplinary
team member. The non-agency multidisciplinary team member can add at-
tachments that may be viewed and updated by other non-agency mul-
tidisciplinary team members and agency workers that possess the appropri-
ate sensitivity level. For more information on case attachments, please refer
to the Cúram Integrated Case Management Guide.

3.3.6 Discussions

The non-agency multidisciplinary team member can post and participate in
discussions with other team members pertaining to the issues addressed by
the SEF. By default, all members of the multidisciplinary team are added as
watchers to any discussion posted on the SEF. A non-agency multidisciplin-
ary team member is sent a notification, via email, when a new discussion is
posted or an update is made to an existing discussion for which the non-
agency multidisciplinary team member is a watcher. The non-agency mul-
tidisciplinary team member can opt to stop watching a particular discussion
if they are no longer interested in the topic being discussed. Notifications
will no longer be sent to the non-agency multidisciplinary team member is
response to updates on the discussion.

3.3.7 Incidents

The non-agency multidisciplinary team member can view a list of incidents
for which any client of the SEF has played some sort of role, e.g. affected
client, reporter, witness etc. The non-agency multidisciplinary team member
may only view information on the incident for clients with whom they are
involved. They may not view information pertaining to other clients. If the
incident was created by a non-agency multidisciplinary team member, that
user has access to functions to update information regarding the incident.
Otherwise the non-agency multidisciplinary team member may view the in-
formation only. For more information on Incidents please refer to the
Cúram Participant Guide.

3.3.8 Multidisciplinary Team

A list of the members of the multidisciplinary team assigned to the SEF is
displayed. This list contains the role, telephone number and email address of
each member of the team. If the non-agency multidisciplinary team member
plays the lead role in the team, they have access to functions to add addi-
tional members to the team and to also assign a new lead member.

3.4 Securing Information in a SEF

Information in social enterprise folders can be secured using sensitivity. All
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users (both agency and non-agency) are assigned a sensitivity level. By as-
signing a sensitivity level to information in a social enterprise folder, only
those users whose sensitivity level is equal to or greater than the assigned
sensitivity level can access the information. Sensitive information within so-
cial enterprise folders is asterisked out. For example, an attachment within
the social enterprise folder can be assigned a sensitivity level of three; only
users with a sensitivity level of three or higher can view the attachment oth-
erwise all references to the attachment are asterisked out.

Configuration options are available to determine whether or not sensitive in-
formation is viewable when there are components which pertain to multiple
clients. For example, incident sensitivity can be set to a level equal to or
lower than user sensitivity or equal to or higher than the social enterprise
folder client with the highest sensitivity. The following social enterprise
folder components can be secured using sensitivity:

SEF Function Sensitivity Description
Attachments When creating an attachment, a user

can only set the sensitivity to equal
or lower than their own sensitivity
level. Only users with the a sensitiv-
ity level greater than or equal to the
assigned sensitivity level may view
the attachment.

Meetings When creating meetings, a user can-
not invite clients or case participants
to the meeting unless the user sensit-
ivity is equal to or higher than the
client or case participant sensitivity.

Case Case sensitivity is set prior to when
the case is added to the social enter-
prise folder and is derived from the
sensitivity of the primary client. This
also applies to external cases re-
trieved using the CPI. Only users
with the a sensitivity level greater
than or equal to that of the case will
be able to view the case information.

Clients Client sensitivity is set prior to when
the client is added to the social enter-
prise folder and is based on the per-
son's participant sensitivity level.
This also applies to external persons
retrieved using the CPI. Only users
with the a sensitivity level greater
than or equal to that of the client will
be able to view information regard-
ing the client.
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SEF Function Sensitivity Description
Communications When creating a communication, a

user can only set the sensitivity to
equal or lower than the user's sensit-
ivity and equal or higher than the
sensitivity of the communication cor-
respondent.

Discussions Users creating a discussion, a user
cannot set the discussion sensitivity
to be higher than their own. When
discussions are posted, the system
compares the discussion sensitivity
to the sensitivity of multidisciplinary
team members. Only those members
whose sensitivity is equal to or high-
er than the discussion sensitivity will
be added as watchers.

Incidents When creating an incident, a user
can only set the sensitivity to equal
or lower than the user's sensitivity
and equal or higher than the sensitiv-
ity of the affected client with the
highest sensitivity. Users can view
incidents only if they pass the sensit-
ivity check for all of the affected cli-
ents.

Meeting Minutes Users can access meeting minutes as
long as they pass the sensitivity
check for at least one case participant
on the meeting minutes. When re-
cording meeting minutes, users can-
not set the recorded meeting minutes
sensitivity to be higher than their
own or lower than the client (invited
to the meeting) with the lowest sens-
itivity.

Notes When creating a note, a user can
only set the sensitivity to equal or
lower than their own sensitivity
level. Only users with the a sensitiv-
ity level greater than or equal to the
assigned sensitivity level may view
the note.

Related Social Enterprise Folders To create relationships between so-
cial enterprise folders, a user must
have a sensitivity of the client or
case with the lowest sensitivity on
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SEF Function Sensitivity Description
either related social enterprise folder.

Transaction History Transactions created as a result of
sensitivity processing will not be
viewable to users who do not have
the necessary sensitivity level.

Table 3.1 Description of Sensitivity Security for SEF Components
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Chapter 4

Collaborative Outcome Plan

4.1 Introduction

The Collaborative Outcome Plan is a type of SEF used to allow non-agency
multidisciplinary team members collaborate with agency workers in the de-
livery of services to the clients of an outcome plan. A collaborative outcome
plan is automatically created by the system in response to the creation of a
new outcome plan where sharing has been enabled for that particular type of
outcome plan. A collaborative outcome plan may not be created manually
and may be accessed solely by non-agency multidisciplinary team members
via the MDT Portal. It represents the non-agency multidisciplinary team
members view of an outcome plan. Agency workers use the actual outcome
plan and do not use the collaborative outcome plan. Only a subset of the in-
formation available in the outcome plan is available in the collaborative out-
come plan. The information available in the collaborative outcome plan de-
pends upon several factors, however most important among these factors is
sharing. Sharing can be configured for outcome plan notes, attachments and
activities (the services, actions and referrals delivered by the outcome plan).
A non-agency multidisciplinary team member can only view these items if
an agency worker has specifically indicated that the item can be shared with
the non-agency multidisciplinary team member.

The remainder of this chapter outlines the functionality and features of a
collaborative outcome plan.

4.2 Configuring an Outcome Plan for Sharing

Each type of outcome plan can be configured using the Cúram Administra-
tion Application to have sharing either enabled or disabled. If sharing is en-
abled, a multidisciplinary team can be assigned to the outcome plan and
upon creation of an outcome plan a collaborative outcome plan is also cre-
ated to allow the non-agency members of the team to collaborate in the de-
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livery of services to the outcome plan clients. Two types of multidisciplin-
ary team may be associated with a particular type of outcome plan:

• Predefined

The multidisciplinary team may be a predefined in the Cúram Adminis-
tration Application. The outcome plan user can add a team to the case,
however the user is unable to make any modifications to the make up of
the team, i.e. new members cannot be added to the team or existing
members may not be removed from the team by the user of the outcome
plan. The team make up may be changed by an administrator and any
updates to the team will automatically be available to any outcome plan
to which the team has been assigned. A history of the changes made to
the team is available within the outcome plan. In addition, a history of
the teams assigned to the outcome plan is also available if more than one
team has been used to deal with the outcome plan.

• Ad Hoc

A multidisciplinary team may be created by the user of the outcome plan
specifically to meet the needs of the particular plan. The user can add
both agency workers and non-agency workers to the multidisciplinary
team and can select the team member to fulfill the lead role. A history of
the make up of the team is retained, i.e. when members have been added
and removed from the team.

Once assigned to a multidisciplinary team, a non-agency team member can
access any collaborative outcome plans to which the team have been as-
signed via the MDT Portal. However, there are several factors that determ-
ine the actual information within the collaborative outcome plan that the
non-agency team member can view. Principle among these factors is shar-
ing. Sharing may be applied to outcome plan notes, attachments and activit-
ies and is based on the governance model configured using the Cúram Ad-
ministration Application (for more information see Multidisciplinary Teams
section).

If sharing has been enabled, in addition to the creation of a collaborative
outcome plan, a Collaboration navigation tab is added to the outcome plan
navigation bar. The Collaboration tab contains the following two pages;

• Multidisciplinary Team

The content and functionality of this page depends upon the type of
team that can be added to the outcome plan, i.e. predefined or ad hoc.

• Discussions

A list of discussions that have been raised concerning the outcome plan.

The Collaboration tab, and thus the pages contained within, are not dis-
played in the outcome plan if sharing is not enabled.

4.2.1 Sharing Notes & Attachments
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Notes and attachments are shared in a similar manner. If sharing is enabled
for an outcome plan, when a new note or attachment is created, the agency
worker is given the option of selecting the non-agency members of the mul-
tidisciplinary team with whom the note or attachment can be shared. This
list of non-agency members is only displayed on outcome plans where shar-
ing has been enabled. The list will contain only those members of the team
with whom the item can be shared. For example, an agency may not want to
share outcome plan notes with non-agency multidisciplinary team members
of a particular role. Therefore, any team member who fills this type of role
will be excluded from the list. The note or attachment will be shared with
each team member from the list selected by the agency worker. An email
will be sent to the non-agency multidisciplinary team member informing
them of the addition of the new item to the outcome plan. The team member
can click on a link in the email to open the MDT Portal, where after supply-
ing the correct authentication information, they can view the details of the
new item added to the outcome plan.

Non-agency members of a multidisciplinary team can also add notes and at-
tachments to a collaborative outcome plan. They cannot choose the other
non-agency members of the multidisciplinary team with whom the item will
be shared. This is the role of the outcome plan owner. When a note or at-
tachment is added to a collaborative outcome plan, it is in effect added to
the outcome plan. The plan owner is notified by the system of the addition
of the new item. The plan owner can review the item and determine the oth-
er non-agency members of the multidisciplinary team with whom the new
item should be shared. The selected non-agency members are informed of
the addition of the new item and can view the item via a collaborative out-
come plan in the MDT Portal.

4.2.2 Sharing Activities

Information pertaining to the activities (services, actions and referrals) de-
livered to the clients of an outcome plan may be shared with non-agency
members of the multidisciplinary team. An additional sharing step is in-
cluded in the wizards used to add activities to an outcome plan if sharing
has been enabled for the plan. The sharing step is not present in the wizards
if sharing has not been enabled. This step allows the user to select the non-
agency members of the team with whom the activity should be shared. The
non-agency members displayed in the list depends upon whether activity
sharing has been enabled for the member or the role that the member ful-
fills. If activities are not sharable with a particular member, that member
will not appear in the list of selectable team members. In addition, there may
be certain types of actions or services that are of a particularly sensitive
nature where sharing is not appropriate with particular team members or
roles. Restrictions can be defined. These allow the administrator to restrict
the team members or roles with which a particular service or action can be
shared. For example, in general activities may be shared with school teach-
ers who are members of a multidisciplinary team. However, there may be
certain activities of a sensitive nature that the agency does not want the
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teachers to be informed of. A restriction can be defined that prevents teach-
ers from appearing in the list of non-agency team members with whom
these types of activity can be shared with. Therefore these types of activity
cannot be shared with a teacher even though other types of activity may be
shared with teachers.

An email will be sent to the non-agency multidisciplinary team member in-
forming them of the addition of the new activity to the outcome plan. The
team member can click on a link in the email to open the MDT Portal,
where after supplying the correct authentication information, they can view
the details of the new activity. The information shared varies depending
upon the type of activity. For each activity type, the activity name, clients in
receipt of the activity, start and end dates, and the current status are dis-
played. In addition, for a referral, the provider name, referral date and
whether the client contacted the provider is also displayed. Services display
the provider name and number of units delivered, as well as any notes or
progress information recorded. Actions display the notes and progress in-
formation recorded for the action. In addition to viewing notes, the non-
agency team member can use the MDT Portal to record their own notes with
regard to an action or a service. These notes are viewable by any other team
member who has access to the action or service via the collaborative out-
come plan or outcome plan.

4.3 Collaborative Outcome Plan Features

• Activities

A list of the services, actions and referrals delivered to the clients of the
outcome plan that have been shared with the non-agency team member
viewing the collaborative outcome plan. The non-agency team member
can record notes for services and actions thus providing feedback and
opinion to agency workers.

• Notes

A list of the notes recorded by agency and non-agency team members
that have been shared with the non-agency team member viewing the
collaborative outcome plan.

• Meeting Minutes

The minutes of any meeting that the non-agency team member was in-
vited to attend.

• Meetings

A calendar (or list) of the meetings that have been scheduled to discuss
issues relating to the outcome plan.

• Discussions

A discussion board where members of the multidisciplinary team can
discuss issues relating to the outcome plan.
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• Attachments

A list of the documents attached to the outcome plan by agency and non-
agency team members that have been shared with the non-agency team
member viewing the collaborative outcome plan.

• Team

Details of the members of the multidisciplinary team assigned to the out-
come plan.
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Chapter 5

Collaborative Investigation Case

5.1 Introduction

The Collaborative Investigation Case is a type of SEF used to allow non-
agency multidisciplinary team members collaborate with agency workers in
the investigation of allegations made against one or more clients. A collab-
orative investigation case is automatically created by the system in response
to the creation of a new investigation where sharing has been enabled for
that particular type of investigation. A collaborative investigation case may
not be created manually and may be accessed solely by non-agency mul-
tidisciplinary team members via the MDT Portal. It represents the non-
agency multidisciplinary team members view of an investigation. Agency
workers use the actual investigation case and do not use the collaborative in-
vestigation case. Only a subset of the information available in the investiga-
tion case is available in the collaborative investigation case. The information
available in the collaborative investigation case depends upon several
factors, however most important among these factors is sharing. Sharing
can be configured for investigation notes and attachments. A non-agency
multidisciplinary team member can only view the notes and attachments
that an agency worker has specifically indicated can be shared with the non-
agency multidisciplinary team member.

The remainder of this chapter outlines the functionality and features of a
collaborative investigation case.

5.2 Configuring an Investigation Case for Sharing

Each type of investigation can be configured using the Cúram Administra-
tion Application to have sharing either enabled or disabled. If sharing is en-
abled, a multidisciplinary team can be assigned to the investigation and
upon creation of an investigation case a collaborative investigation case is
also created to allow the non-agency members of the team to collaborate in
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the investigation of the allegations associated with the investigation. Two
types of multidisciplinary team may be associated with a particular type of
investigation:

• Predefined

The multidisciplinary team may be a predefined in the Cúram Adminis-
tration Application. The investigation user can add a team to the case,
however the user is unable to make any modifications to the make up of
the team, i.e. new members cannot be added to the team or existing
members may not be removed from the team by the user of the investig-
ation. The team make up may be changed by an administrator and any
updates to the team will automatically be available to any investigation
to which the team has been assigned. A history of the changes made to
the team is available within the investigation. In addition, a history of
the teams assigned to the investigation is also available if more than one
team has been used to deal with the investigation.

• Ad Hoc

A multidisciplinary team may be created by the user of the investigation
specifically to meet the needs of the particular case. The user can add
both agency workers and non-agency workers to the multidisciplinary
team and can select the team member to fulfill the lead role. A history of
the make up of the team is retained, i.e. when members have been added
and removed from the team.

Once assigned to a multidisciplinary team, a non-agency team member can
access any collaborative investigation cases to which the team have been as-
signed via the MDT Portal. However, there are several factors that determ-
ine the actual information within the collaborative investigation that the
non-agency team member can view. Principle among these factors is shar-
ing. Sharing may be applied to notes and attachments and is based on the
governance model configured using the Cúram Administration Application
(for more information see Multidisciplinary Teams section).

If sharing has been enabled, in addition to the creation of a collaborative in-
vestigation case, a Collaboration navigation tab is added to the investigation
case navigation bar. The Collaboration tab contains the following two
pages;

• Multidisciplinary Team

The content and functionality of this page depends upon the type of
team that can be added to the investigation, i.e. predefined or ad hoc.
Please see above for a description of the available functionality.

• Discussions

A list of discussions that have been raised concerning the investigation.

The Collaboration tab, and thus the pages contained within, are not dis-
played in the investigation case if sharing is not enabled.
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5.2.1 Sharing Notes & Attachments

Notes and attachments are shared in a similar manner. If sharing is enabled
for an investigation case, when a new note or attachment is created, the
agency worker is given the option of selecting the non-agency members of
the multidisciplinary team with whom the note or attachment can be shared.
This list of non-agency members is only displayed on investigation cases
where sharing has been enabled. The list will contain only those members of
the team with whom the item can be shared. For example, an agency may
not want to share investigation case notes with non-agency multidisciplinary
team members of a particular role. Therefore, any team member who fills
this type of role will be excluded from the list. The note or attachment will
be shared with each team member from the list selected by the agency work-
er. An email will be sent to the non-agency multidisciplinary team member
informing them of the addition of the new item to the outcome plan. The
team member can click on a link in the email to open the MDT Portal,
where after supplying the correct authentication information, they can view
the details of the new item added to the investigation case.

Non-agency members of a multidisciplinary team can also add notes and at-
tachments to a collaborative investigation case. They cannot choose the oth-
er non-agency members of the multidisciplinary team with whom the item
will be shared. This is the role of the investigation case owner. When a note
or attachment is added to a collaborative investigation case, it is in effect ad-
ded to the investigation case. The investigation case owner is notified by the
system of the addition of the new item. The investigation case owner can re-
view the item and determine the other non-agency members of the mul-
tidisciplinary team with whom the new item should be shared. The selected
non-agency members are informed of the addition of the new item and can
view the item via a collaborative investigation case in the MDT Portal.

5.3 Collaborative Investigation Case Features

• Notes

A list of the notes recorded by agency and non-agency team members
that have been shared with the non-agency team member viewing the
collaborative investigation case.

• Meeting Minutes

The minutes of any meeting that the non-agency team member was in-
vited to attend.

• Meetings

A calendar (or list) of the meetings that have been scheduled to discuss
issues relating to the investigation case.

• Discussions
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A discussion board where members of the multidisciplinary team can
discuss issues relating to the investigation case.

• Attachments

A list of the documents attached to the investigation case by agency and
non-agency team members that have been shared with the non-agency
team member viewing the collaborative investigation case.

• Team

Details of the members of the multidisciplinary team assigned to the in-
vestigation case.
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Chapter 6

Cúram Case and Participant Index (CPI)

6.1 The Goals of CPI

To keep up with technological advancements, social enterprise agencies
have been faced with the large task of modernizing their systems. For the
most part, this has consisted of using new technologies, like the internet, to
deliver single benefits to individuals. The trend of implementing applica-
tions on a per program, per individual, per social service agency has re-
mained, thus resulting in applications with more sophisticated technology
but which continue to be siloed, inaccessible to each other.

The main goal of CPI is to break the barriers between the siloed applications
by providing a central data index repository for case and client information.
Social enterprise agencies and service providers can use CPI to access in-
formation across different systems for a single client or for an entire family
resulting in a holistic view of the family's complex needs. CPI can also as-
sist social enterprise agencies in modernizing their systems by making in-
formation stored in legacy systems available to the modern systems.

By interfacing with Social Enterprise Folders (SEF) and the Citizen Context
Viewer (CCV), the CPI provides a hub for social enterprise agencies from
which they can collaborate their efforts in helping clients and their families.
For information on how social enterprise folders and the citizen context
viewer use CPI, see Chapter 3, Social Enterprise Folder.

6.2 How CPI Works

The three main functions of CPI are to:

• Provide a data repository where data from the different systems can be
stored

• Allow for systems (Cúram and non-Cúram) to search for data stored in
the CPI data repository and return search results
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• Support the retrieval of data from the CPI data repository and display
the information in the social enterprise folder and citizen context viewer

6.2.1 Store Data from Systems in CPI

The main function of CPI is to provide a data repository for storing informa-
tion across multiple systems. Each one of these systems must be set up to
deliver its data to CPI. Out-of-the-box, CPI is designed to store the follow-
ing data types:

CPI Data Type Description
Person Details Contact information (email address,

phone, etc.), data of birth, social se-
curity number

Person Relationships Relationship type, e.g., spouse, par-
ent, sibling, name of the system
where the relationship information is
sourced from, e.g. Cúram, Legacy

Case Details Case type, case start and end date,
case status, case owner and owner
contact details, name of the system
where the case information is
sourced from, e.g. Cúram

Case Member Details Member type, person identification
number from external system

Table 6.1 CPI Data Types

The Cúram Enterprise Framework (CEF) and Social Enterprise Collabora-
tion (SEC) provide sample configurations for how information gets moved
from a system to the CPI repository. Information recorded in CEF and the
SEC is moved to the CPI data repository.

6.2.2 Search for Data Stored in CPI

Any external system linked to the CPI data repository can search for and
locate cases and persons based on a subset of criteria. Each piece of data
stored in CPI is assigned a CPI identification. Matching mechanisms can be
configured to limit the duplicate records displayed based on matching criter-
ia. For example, person searches can return person records from all systems
linked to the CPI. Matching criteria such as a name, social security number,
and address can link related person records. These records can then be
filtered based on their source systems, i.e., the system linked to CPI contain-
ing the record.

6.2.3 Retrieve CPI Data and Display
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Social enterprise collaboration provides a forum for sharing information
stored in the CPI data repository. It displays information across agencies
and systems providing a holistic view of clients and their families. The ma-
jority of information stored in CPI (and described in Table 6.1, CPI Data
Types) is made accessible in the social enterprise folders and in citizen con-
text viewers. This information can be used by agencies to make informed
decisions on a family's behalf.

Cases and family members whose information is stored in external systems
can be added as clients and cases in a social enterprise folder. These clients
and cases can be used in collaborative work efforts. Relationships between
persons whose records are mastered in different systems can be recorded
within social enterprise folders. For example, a family member retrieved
from a legacy system can be added as a client in a social enterprise folder.
The relationships between the new client and existing clients in the social
enterprise folder can also be recorded.

6.3 Using CPI Configuration to Support Moderniza-
tion

CPI works with a collection of systems in flux and can be used to help agen-
cies gradually migrate from legacy systems to the Cúram platform. It
achieves this by providing configuration options to turn off or on aspects of
CPI. This allows certain types of data to be constant while other types of
data are being migrated. For example, CPI can be configured to display per-
son information but not case information. Agencies can focus on migrating
person information into the Cúram platform without having to contend with
case information. Another benefit is the ability to migrate from legacy sys-
tems to Cúram on a program-by-program basis. For technical information
on using CPI to support modernization.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Summary of Main Concepts

The following is a summary of the main concepts covered in this guide:

• The goal of social enterprise collaboration is to help clients and families
in need. This goal is based on the premise that real solutions for families
are more likely to be achieved through the collaborative efforts of agen-
cies, skills professionals, and the clients themselves.

• Multidisciplinary teams are made up of skilled and concerned individu-
als who are prepared to work together to help clients and families. These
teams can be predefined, where the same team members can work with
multiple families, or they can be defined for a specific family, including
teachers and members of the family community.

• Social enterprise folders and the citizen context viewer provide central
hubs for helping clients and families in a collaborative way. The social
enterprise folder brings cases and clients together, uses CPI to access in-
formation across systems, and provides multidisciplinary teams with a
forum to work together. The citizen context viewer provides a summary
of important client information.

• Collaborative outcome plans and investigations allow multidisciplinary
teams to provide input on outcome plans and investigations for which
they have been assigned. Configured sharing options allows relevant in-
formation to be displayed to multidisciplinary team members in the
MDT Portal.

• Key to social enterprise collaboration is the ability for agencies and mul-
tidisciplinary teams to share information. The Cúram Case and Parti-
cipant Index makes available client and case information across systems,
thus opening up communication channels.
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Notices
This information was developed for products and services offered in
the U.S.A. IBM may not offer the products, services, or features dis-
cussed in this document in other countries. Consult your local IBM
representative for information on the products and services currently
available in your area. Any reference to an IBM product, program,
or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM
product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equival-
ent product, program, or service that does not infringe any IBM in-
tellectual property right may be used instead. However, it is the
user's responsibility to evaluate and verify the operation of any non-
IBM product, program, or service. IBM may have patents or pending
patent applications covering subject matter described in this docu-
ment. The furnishing of this document does not grant you any li-
cense to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:

IBM Director of Licensing

IBM Corporation

North Castle Drive

Armonk, NY 10504-1785

U.S.A.

For license inquiries regarding double-byte (DBCS) information,
contact the IBM Intellectual Property Department in your country or
send inquiries, in writing, to:

Intellectual Property Licensing

Legal and Intellectual Property Law.

IBM Japan Ltd.

1623-14, Shimotsuruma, Yamato-shi

Kanagawa 242-8502 Japan

The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or
any other country where such provisions are inconsistent with local
law: INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORA-
TION PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION "AS IS" WITHOUT
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WAR-
RANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY
OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do
not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties in certain
transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply to you.

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typograph-
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ical errors. Changes are periodically made to the information herein;
these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publica-
tion. IBM may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s)
and/or the program(s) described in this publication at any time
without notice.

Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are
provided for convenience only and do not in any manner serve as an
endorsement of those Web sites. The materials at those Web sites are
not part of the materials for this IBM product and use of those Web
sites is at your own risk.

IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any
way it believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.
Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for
the purpose of enabling: (i) the exchange of information between in-
dependently created programs and other programs (including this
one) and (ii) the mutual use of the information which has been ex-
changed, should contact:

IBM Corporation

Dept F6, Bldg 1

294 Route 100

Somers NY 10589-3216

U.S.A.

Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and
conditions, including in some cases, payment of a fee.

The licensed program described in this document and all licensed
material available for it are provided by IBM under terms of the
IBM Customer Agreement, IBM International Program License
Agreement or any equivalent agreement between us.

Any performance data contained herein was determined in a con-
trolled environment. Therefore, the results obtained in other operat-
ing environments may vary significantly. Some measurements may
have been made on development-level systems and there is no guar-
antee that these measurements will be the same on generally avail-
able systems. Furthermore, some measurements may have been es-
timated through extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this
document should verify the applicable data for their specific envir-
onment.

Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the
suppliers of those products, their published announcements or other
publicly available sources.

IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the accuracy
of performance, compatibility or any other claims related to non-
IBM products. Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products
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should be addressed to the suppliers of those products.

All statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject
to change or withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and ob-
jectives only

All IBM prices shown are IBM's suggested retail prices, are current
and are subject to change without notice. Dealer prices may vary.

This information is for planning purposes only. The information
herein is subject to change before the products described become
available.

This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily
business operations. To illustrate them as completely as possible, the
examples include the names of individuals, companies, brands, and
products. All of these names are fictitious and any similarity to the
names and addresses used by an actual business enterprise is entirely
coincidental.

COPYRIGHT LICENSE:

This information contains sample application programs in source
language, which illustrate programming techniques on various oper-
ating platforms. You may copy, modify, and distribute these sample
programs in any form without payment to IBM, for the purposes of
developing, using, marketing or distributing application programs
conforming to the application programming interface for the operat-
ing platform for which the sample programs are written. These ex-
amples have not been thoroughly tested under all conditions. IBM,
therefore, cannot guarantee or imply reliability, serviceability, or
function of these programs. The sample programs are provided "AS
IS", without warranty of any kind. IBM shall not be liable for any
damages arising out of your use of the sample programs.

Each copy or any portion of these sample programs or any derivative
work, must include a copyright notice as follows:

© your company name) (year). Portions of this code are derived
from IBM Corp. Sample Programs.

© Copyright IBM Corp. _enter the year or years_. All rights re-
served.

If you are viewing this information softcopy, the photographs and
color illustrations may not appear.

Trademarks
IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com are trademarks or registered trade-
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marks of International Business Machines Corp., registered in many
jurisdictions worldwide. Other product and service names might be
trademarks of IBM or other companies. A current list of IBM trade-
marks is available on the Web at "Copyright and trademark informa-
tion" at http://www.ibm.com/legal/us/en/copytrade.shtml.

Adobe, the Adobe logo, and Portable Document Format (PDF), are
either registered trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems Incor-
porated in the United States, other countries, or both.

Microsoft and Outlook are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in
the United States, other countries, or both.

Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners. Other
company, product, and service names may be trademarks or service
marks of others.
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